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SmartPlant -�e plant which warns its wear levels

In mining plants, abrasion produced by mineral wears 
di�erent equipments. Among them, we can �nd SAG mills 
liners, crushers, feeders of primary crushing and screeners.

SmartPlant allows, to determine your equipment wear 
levels online. �erefore, it allows scheduling maintenance with 
months in advance. 

Liners are one of the fundamental elements in mills. 
�ese ful�ll both mobilizing loads inside in order to run the 
milling process and protecting the shell. One additional 
variable that in�uences in milling is wear and damage, 
changing the lifter shape, mineral internal �ow and available 
grinding volume.

Liners are one of the fundamental elements in mills. 
�ese ful�ll both mobilizing loads inside in order to run the 
milling process and protecting the shell. One additional 
variable that in�uences in milling is wear and damage, 
changing the lifter shape, mineral internal �ow and available 
grinding volume.

Among the several wear progress measuring systems, 
HighService Technology is the only one that allows moni-
toring this variable online. �is is, knowing instantly and 
every minute the liner wear levels inside a mill without the 
need of stopping it. Also neither additional equipment, nor 
humans have to enter the mill for these measurements. 

Smart Wear Sensor



“Among the several wear progress measur-
ing systems, HighService Technology is 
the only one that allows monitoring this 

variable online.”

�e feeders abrasion plates could collapse in the most 
unexpected moment if there is not a proper maintenance 
program. However, due to the mineral conditions (hardness, 
humidity, granulometry) wear speed may severely increase in 
a couple of weeks 

Wear plates protect the feeders structural walls, but 
abrasion is constantly weakening them. With HighService 
wear sensor system it is possible to monitor the wear online, 
being feasible to predict in advance the date for replacement. 
Furthermore, by placing sensors in di�erent positions, it is 
possible to set maintenance selectively, changing only those 
areas with higher levels of wear.

Wear sensor system for feeders



SmartPlant allows, to determine your equipment wear 
levels online. �erefore, it allows scheduling maintenance 

with months in advance. 
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